Entrance: USB Work

☐ The gate is complete.
☐ You cannot see the edges of the entrance.
☐ Our gate is creative and original.
☐ We have a dummy camera pointed at the gate.
☐ The dummy camera is named “entrance” in the object tree.
☐ We printed out a picture of our entrance for the cover of the portfolio.

Individual Zoo Enclosures and Storyboards for the portfolio:

☐ I included a picture of my Habitat.
☐ I designed a feeding area for my animals.
☐ I supplied water for my animal.
☐ I included some type of fencing around each Habitat.
☐ I landscaped my enclosure with trees, bushes, etc.
☐ I included a ‘home’ for my animal. (den, cave, etc.)
☐ I included the textual storyboards for all animations occurring in my Habitats.
☐ I collected enough information to understand what my habitat should look like.
☐ I held myself accountable for high quality work.
☐ I did my fair share of the project.
☐ I actively participated with the other group members.
☐ I showed respect and support for fellow team members.
☐ I listened to other team members’ ideas.
☐ I provided ideas that contributed to the success of the project.
☐ I contributed both time and effort to the project.

Zoo Overview

☐ All Zoo directions are easy to understand. Ex: Press P to get to the Penguins, Press the green button to see the Penguin perform, . . .
☐ The user understands how to get to all areas of the Zoo.
☐ We included all the landscaping in-between enclosures (trees, bushes, etc.)
☐ We included transition areas in our zoo (Games, Playground, etc)
☐ We included extras, such as: ponds, fountains, people…